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Coupled mechanical-chemical degradation of electrodes upon charging and discharging has been recognized as a major failure
mechanism in lithium ion batteries. The instability of commonly employed electrolytes results in solid electrolyte interphase (SEI)
formation. Although the SEI layer is necessary, as it passivates the electrode-electrolyte interface from further solvent decomposition,
SEI formation consumes lithium and thus contributes to irreversible capacity loss. In this paper, we study irreversible capacity loss
in a graphite-LiFePO4 cell. Our results support the mechanism of irreversible capacity loss due to the consumption of lithium in
forming SEI. We attribute irreversible capacity loss to diffusion induced stresses (DISs) that cause pre-existing cracks on the electrode
surfaces to grow gradually upon cycling, leading to the growth of SEI on the newly exposed electrode surfaces. Because lithium
is consumed in forming the new SEI, irreversible capacity loss continues with cycling. Along with the SEI formation upon newly
exposed (cracked) surfaces, the existing SEI thickness also grows with cycling, resulting in additional loss of lithium. In this study,
we provide, a simple mathematical model, based on the Paris’ Law formulation of mechanical fatigue, in combination with chemical
degradation to explain battery life. We compare the predicted capacity at different temperatures with the experimental data obtained
from electrochemical measurements on graphite-LiFePO4 cells.
© 2012 The Electrochemical Society. [DOI: 10.1149/2.049210jes] All rights reserved.
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The cycle life prediction of the commercial lithium ion batteries is
of intense interest for many applications, including demanding traction
applications. Battery capacity decays upon electrochemical cycling
as a result of several degradation mechanisms, such as irreversible
lithium loss due to solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation, parti-
cle cracking, particle isolation, etc. Among these degradation mech-
anisms, the chemical degradation, as a result of solvent reduction by
lithium, which can lead to SEI formation, has been widely recognized
as a major cause of loss of active lithium.1–5 The ‘Calendar life’ of
a battery is associated with chemical degradation. Spotnitz et al.6 re-
viewed capacity fading measurements and models for predicting the
calendar life of lithium ion batteries. While some of the models, such
as that of Bloom et al.,7 are semi-empirical, others such as that of
Christensen and Newman,8 consider chemical degradation as a major
source of capacity fading and thus predict the calendar life of the
battery.8–15 Broussely et al.16 measured capacity loss of batteries at
several temperatures and put forward a mathematical model which
predicts calendar life. Ning et al.17 developed a computer simulation
model based on solvent reduction at the electrode-electrolyte inter-
face as a major source of lithium loss. Safari et al.9,10 proposed a
methodology derived from the mechanical-fatigue theory to predict
the life of a Li-ion battery, assuming that the source of aging is the
growth of SEI at the anode. Ramadass et al.18 developed a capacity
fade prediction model for Li-ion cells based on a semi-empirical ap-
proach. Santhanagopalan et al.19 have reviewed various life prediction
models. Along with chemical degradation, mechanical degradation is
also a major aspect of capacity fading that is often ignored in pub-
lished life prediction models. Mechanical degradation can be caused
by diffusion induced stresses as a result of volume changes during
charging and discharging the battery. There have been several articles
published in the literature that discuss mechanical stresses in sin-
gle electrode particles and experimental observation of DISs in thin
films.20–24 Through mathematical modeling, we recently investigated
the effects of operating conditions, electrode particle size, particle
shape, and phase transformation on DISs in electrodes.25–29 In this
paper, we couple mechanical degradation with chemical degradation
to develop an initial approach to understand battery life.

LiFePO4 based cells are promising candidates for large scale ap-
plications in the automotive industry because of their excellent chem-
ical and thermal stability and potential for low cost.30–34 Liu et al.35

established lithium loss as a major mechanism for capacity fading
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of this system and presented a semi-empirical model for life cycle
prediction.36 A robust phenomenological life model to describe the
physics behind capacity fading is still required to predict cell life over
a characteristic cycling protocol and to establish a rational accelerated
life test. Here, with cycling experiments and modeling results, we find
that lithium loss is consistent with our destructive physical diagnoses
after cycling and with our non-destructive electrochemical analyzes
during cycling of the graphite-LiFePO4 cells.

Specifically, in this work, we cycle graphite-LiFePO4 cells at dif-
ferent temperatures under potentiostatic and galvanostatic operation.
We monitor the capacity fade as a function of the number of cycles. We
propose a mathematical model to describe the lithium loss caused by
coupled chemical and mechanical degradation. We find that the model
describes the battery life with good accuracy; that is, the difference
between the model and experimental results is similar in magnitude
to the differences between experimental data sets. In addition, we
model the voltage curves for the battery at different cycles and find
favorable agreement with the experimental voltage curves. We further
determine individual electrode potentials, which contribute to the to-
tal cell voltage, to understand the individual electrode behavior with
cycling. The model we develop is closely related to the discussion and
schematic illustrations provided by Wachtler, Besenhard, and Winter.3

These authors outline in detail various mechanisms that lead to irre-
versible capacity losses and compare and contrast the degradation
phenomena occurring at carbonaceous electrode surfaces with those
of lithium storage metals and alloys. From a modeling perspective, to
our knowledge this is the first attempt to couple chemical degradation
with mechanical degradation (i.e., a crack propagation model driven
by diffusion induced stress and subsequent lithium-consuming passi-
vation reactions over new crack surfaces) for the capacity loss predic-
tion. While the theory we propose is rudimentary, and the experiment-
theory comparison is conducted over a range of rather modest current
densities (consistent with electric vehicle applications, versus, for ex-
ample, higher current densities seen in conventional hybrid electric
vehicle applications), this work does highlight phenomena that must
be more fully understood to improve our ability to understand how
lithium ion batteries degrade.

Theoretical Background

We assume that the electrode consists of a large number of spherical
graphite particles of uniform size. Freshly exposed surfaces give rise
to SEI formation during the subsequent charge due to electrolyte
reduction in the presence of high lithium contents within the carbon
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Figure 1. A cartoon diagram representing the schematics of the lithium loss
as proposed. As a result of diffusion induced stresses (DISs), the cracks at the
particle surface propagate with cycling, new surface is exposed to electrolyte,
and Li is consumed in the formation of new SEI.

host. For example, the ethylene carbonate solvent can be reduced in
the presence of lithiated carbon2

where lithium guest species corresponds to [Li-S] and S is a vacant site
within the host carbon.37 The lithium carbonate product leads to SEI
formation, stabilization of the exposed electrode surface, and a loss
of lithium from the cell. We assume that the newly exposed surface
is covered by SEI over the subsequent charge cycle, as described
above chemical reaction. We note this is an approximation and that
the SEI may be a complex mixture of many solid phases; one could
generalize the model to comprehend a multiphase, multispecies SEI
should sufficient data become available for the respective species and
phases. Last, as will be discussed, we assume that the existing SEI
grows in thickness with time.

As a result of the DISs, the cracks at the particle surface propa-
gate upon electrochemical cycling. For each cycle, the newly cracked
surface is exposed to electrolyte and thus results in SEI formation.
Fig. 1 provides a schematic illustration of the lithium loss mechanism
leading to capacity decline.

Experimental

The commercially available 2.2 Ah, 28650 cylindrical cells were
purchased from A123 Systems. The electrodes are a LiFePO4 cath-
ode (positive) and a carbon (substantially graphitic) anode (negative);
hence, we shall refer to these as C-LFP cells. These lithium-ion cells
were tested at three different temperatures (15, 45, 60◦C). For all tests,
the cell current was maintained at C/2 (for both charge and discharge),
and the cells were fully charged and subsequently discharged to 90%
depth of discharge (DOD). In defining the DOD and C rates, the cell
is de-rated to 2 Ah. Consequently, C rate corresponds to a current
of 2 A. The cutoff voltages for the cycle test of all the cells were at
3.6 V and 2.0 V. The cells were charged to 3.6 V and held at 3.6 V until
the current dropped below 0.1A for a maximum of 2 days. Prior to
cycling tests, each cell was characterized using these four techniques:
1) capacity characterization, 2) relaxation test, 3) electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and 4) hybrid pulse power character-
ization (HPPC). Detailed procedures of each technique are described
elsewhere.36 During life cycle tests, cells were stopped periodically
(for every 1 or 2 months between cycling tests) for characterization
using the procedures described above. For each of the cells tested,
the cell capacity measured at a C/20 rate till 100% DOD (or 0% state
of discharge (SOD)) during characterization was used for the subse-
quent modeling work. Such a slow charging-discharging is performed
for cell capacity measurement since it avoids any capacity inacces-
sibility due to impedance rise as a result fast charging. The capacity
loss was normalized with its initial cell capacity. Commensurate with
the model to be described, the cell cycling regime may be viewed
as substantially full charge and discharge at low rates of operation,
consistent with electric vehicle applications.

Figure 2. The solid curves are potential vs. state of discharge (SOD) curves
for the graphite-LiFePO4 cell (left ordinate). The curves comprised of sym-
bols represent dV/d(SOD) against SOD for the individual electrodes (right
ordinate). We find that the negative electrode dV/d(SOD) curve shows peaks
for the graphite staging, and that the dV/d(SOC) curve for FePO4 maintains a
fairly constant value for a large SOD range (0.1 to 0.8 SOD).

Experimental Results

With a reference electrode arrangement35 we could generate po-
tential vs. state of discharge (SOD) curves for individual electrodes
of a commercial C-LFP battery as shown in Fig. 2. We find that
the FePO4 electrode voltage is fairly constant for the entire SOD
range, and the negative carbon electrode undergoes staging (i.e., phase
transformations38) upon lithiation or delithiation. In Fig. 2, we plot
the differential voltage [d(Voltage, V) /d(State of discharge (SOD)]
against SOD for individual electrodes. We find that the negative elec-
trode dV/d(SOD) curve shows peaks for the graphite staging; at the
same time, the dV/d(SOD) curve for the FePO4 electrode is fairly
constant, with little variation.

With the experimental setting as described above, we could mon-
itor the capacity fading of the batteries with cycling (90% depth of
discharge and C/2 rate as noted above). The formation cycles were
done prior to the cycling discussed here (manufactures normally de-
liver cells to end users that have already been cycled one or more
times). We designate the first cycle of our testing to be cycle number
2. Fig. 3 shows the measured voltage (V) against cell capacity (Ah)

Figure 3. Plots of the measured voltage against the capacity for graphite-
LiFePO4 cell at 45◦C at cycle numbers 2, 436, and 963.
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Figure 4. Plots of experimentally obtained differential voltages of the
graphite-LiFePO4 cell against the cell capacity (Ah) for at 45◦C at cycle
numbers 2, 436, and 963.

curves for C-LFP battery at 45◦C at cycle numbers 2, 436, and 963.
We find that as we cycle the battery, the discharge voltage is reached
sooner, representing capacity loss. We calculate the differential volt-
age i.e. d(Voltage, V) /d(Capacity, Ah) for the full cell after different
cycles and plot them against cell capacity (Ah) in Fig. 4. Since, there
are no peaks in the differential voltage curves of the FePO4 electrodes,
as discussed previously, the significant peaks observed in the Fig. 4
correspond to the graphite staging in the full cell. The distance be-
tween two predominant peaks represents the amount of lithium that
can be stored in the graphite electrode for a particular stage. The dif-
ferential voltage curves in Fig. 4 are for the same cell cycled at cycle 2,
436, and 963. To make these curves more distinct, we shift the x axis
up along the y-axis by 0.1 units for differential voltage curve after
436 cycles and by 0.2 units for differential voltage curve after 963
cycles. We find that the distance between the peaks in all three cases
remains the same, and all of the curves shift to the left on cycling, with
the capacity of the cells decreasing. Since, the distance between the
peaks remain the same, the amount of active carbon sites to store the
active lithium is substantially constant upon cycling. Thus, the shift
of the differential voltage curves to left is consistent with the capacity
loss being due to loss of active lithium from the system, and the evi-
dence is compelling. To summarize, the measured differential voltage
curves indicate that the capacity loss in these experiments is due to
lithium loss in SEI formation, and most of the carbon is substantially
unchanged and available for lithiation.

Mathematical Model

As described in the Theoretical Background section previously,
we assume the capacity loss in a battery is solely caused by irre-
versible lithium loss on the negative electrode surface and that the
negative and positive electrodes remain otherwise fully functional.
For the substantially full charge and discharge at low rates of current
(consistent with electric vehicle applications) and the C-LFP system,
these assumptions are valid.

Due to complex nature of the problem—to establish a battery life
model—we employ three widely accepted and established sub-models
to formulate the life model:

1. Diffusion induced stresses (DIS): established diffusion and
stress/strain equations

2. Crack growth: well-known Paris Law of mechanical fatigue based
on empirical observations and theoretical justifications

3. SEI thickness growth: Based on past research employing a thick-
ness to time to the 1/2 power observation.

In solid mechanics it is widely observed and discussed that a
material undergoing cyclic loading is likely to experience fatigue and
fracture. Electrode particles on lithiation and delithiation experience
diffusion induces stresses (DISs). Through experimental observation
and mathematical modeling the nature of DISs in lithium insertion
electrodes are well established now (See Ref. 18–27). Crack growth
upon cyclic stress is widely observed and discussed in the field of solid
mechanics. These facts lead us to use Paris’ law for crack growth
on the electrode particles. Paris’ law is a commonly used tool to
model crack growth, leading to fatigue failure. Paris’ law is based on
empirical observations and theoretical justifications (see Ref. 38–45).
Also, different studies about the calendar life of lithium ion batteries
suggest that SEI thickness grows with time and is proportional to
square root of time (See Ref. 4 and 12). The total loss of capacity can
be understood by combining these three physical processes, and that
is the purpose of this paper.

The total lithium loss during cycling can be divided in the following
four scenarios.

i. Lithium loss on SEI formation in first cycle. This is related to
the SEI formation over the entire surface of the active particles
of the negative electrode.

ii. Lithium loss due to SEI formation on newly formed surfaces due
to crack propagation during subsequent cycles.

iii. Lithium loss due to continued SEI thickness growth of the SEI
formed during the first (i.e., the formation) cycle.

iv. Lithium loss due to continued SEI thickness growth on the newly
formed surfaces due to crack propagation.

The first cycle capacity loss is related to the initial particle surface
area. The total capacity loss after initial SEI formation cycles, i.e.,
after the first cycle, can be calculated using the respective mechanism
(ii), (iii) and (iv) as

d Q

d N
= d Q

d N SE I f ormation due to crack propagation

+d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on ini tial sur f ace

+d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on cracked sur f ace
[1]

respectively.

Loss of lithium due to SEI formation on newly formed surfaces
due to crack propagation.— As is often done, we shall assume that
the diffusion in the spherical particle for galvanostatic charging con-
dition can be described with the Fick’s law of diffusion. The diffusion
equation for transport inside the electrode particle can be written as

∂C

∂t
= Dα

r 2

∂

∂r

(
r 2 ∂C

∂r

)
[2]

with initial and boundary conditions:

C (r, 0) = C0, for 0 ≤ r ≤ R

D
∂C (r, t)

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R

= i

F
, for t ≥ 0

C(0, t) = f ini te, for t ≥ 0

[2a]

Here ‘i’ is the current over particle surface. The solution for galvano-
static condition is well-known39:d

c (x, τ) = c0 + i R

F D

[
3τ + 1

2
x2 − 3

10
− 2

x

∞∑
n=1

(
sin (λn x)

λ2
nsin (λn)

e−λ2
nτ

)]

[3]

dThe concentration C(r, t) must be greater than zero and cannot exceed the concentration
of available sites for the solute in the case of insertion electrodes, and this will place limits
on the admissible values of the product It.
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where x = r/R, τ = t D/R2, positive current densities i over the
particle surface denote charge, and λn(n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) are the positive
roots of tan(λn) = λn . For a thin film electrode with a specific surface
area as , thickness L, and geometric area A and the cell current Icell ,
the current density over a particle surface i can be calculated as

i = Icell

as (AL)P E

[4]

The specific surface as of the porous electrode is related to the radius
R of the active spherical particles and overall their contribution to the
solid phase porosity ε1a, as = 3ε1a/R. Hence,

i = Icell R

3ε1a (AL)P E

[4a]

Cheng and Verbrugge39 showed the maximum stress in a cell is at
the surface of the electrode in the tangential direction at the start of
discharge. The magnitude of this stress is described as

σθ = 1

3

E�

(1 − ν)

(
i R

F D

)[
1

5
(1 − 2x2) + 2

∞∑
n=1

e−λ2
nτ

λnsin (λn)

×
(

sin (λn x)

λn x
− sin (λn x) − (λn x) cos (λn x)

λ3
n x3

)]
[5]

where E is the Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the
electrode material, and � is the partial molar volume of the solute.

For our low rate, deep discharge (electric vehicle) investigation,
we are interested in longer times, consistent with the fact that our
charge and discharge cycles are much longer than R2/D, the charac-
teristic time for solid state diffusion of lithium within the host negative
electrode. Hence, the exponential terms in the stress equations tend
to zero, and summations can be neglected. Because the magnitude
of the tangential stress σθ increases monotonically to an asymptote
and is largest at the particle surface, we shall refer to the long-time
asymptotic value of the surface tangential stress as σθ,max. Second, we
shall restrict our attention to cracks formed and growing at the particle
surface. Because the particle is taken to be isolated, and we do not
account for surface mechanics (e.g., surface tension) associated with
nm size particles29 the radial component of the stress at the surface is
zero, and the aforementioned maximum tangential stress at the surface
corresponds to

σθ,max = − 1

15

E�

(1 − ν)

(
i R

F D

)
= − 1

45

E�

(1 − ν)

(
R2

F D

)
Icell

ε1a (AL)P E
[6]

In terms of stress over a cycle, the surface undergoes tensile
stress during the majority of the discharge process in accordance with
Eq. 6. During charge, there is a very slight compression at the surface
due to DIS. We employ the Paris’ Law formulation to represent a
surface crack of length a growing with each charge-discharge cycle
N,40–42

da

d N
= k�K m

I [7]

where k and m are taken to be constants, and the difference in the mode
I stress intensity factor KI between the fully loaded state, correspond-
ing to the steady-state constant current discharge, and the charge state
is given by

�KI = σθ,max b
√

πa [8]

Hence, we shall only employ the discharge (tensile) state for crack
propagation. For the small surface cracks we investigate a � R, and
the constant b = 1.12.43 Substituting Eqs. 6 and 8 into Eq. 7, we obtain

da

d N
= k[σθ,max b

√
πa]m [9]

da

d N
= k

[
− 1

45

E�

(1 − ν)

(
R2

F D

)
Icell

ε1a (AL)P E

b
√

πa

]m

[10]

a0
dã

d N
= k[σθ,max b

√
πa]m = k[σθ,max b

√
πa0]mãm/2 [11]

dã

d Ñ
= ãm/2 [12]

Here, for simplicity we define

Ñ = k[σθ,max b
√

π]ma
( m−2

2 )
0 N and ã = a/a0

Integrating Eq. 12, we obtain∫ ã

1

dã

ãm/2
=

∫ Ñ

0
d Ñ

ã =
(

1 + 2 − m

2
Ñ

) 2
2−m

ã =
(

1 + 2 − m

2
k[σθ,max b

√
π]ma

( m−2
2 )

0 N

) 2
2−m

[13]

Eq. 13 relates the crack depth with the number of cycles. As a
crack grows during discharge, the newly exposed surface of area is
2lcr(da), where lcr is the length of the crack.

We take the number of cracks and the length of each crack to be
the same throughout this particle life; that is, the cracks are all taken to
be identical and grow in depth into the particle during each discharge
half cycle. While we have no direct evidence for this for lithiated
graphites, References 44 depict this type of behavior for lithiation of
high capacity metals (i.e., initially established cracks provide strain
relief upon discharge, and new cracks do not form to a significant
extent). Hence, ρcr is defined as the surface crack density; i.e., the
number of cracks per unit area of particle surface. We shall treat the
surface density of the cracks as a constant, and it is given by the initial
number of cracks over the particle surface, Ncr = 4πR2ρcr . The total
area associated with cracks is given by Acr = 8πR2ρcr alcr . We can
express the change in the total area associated with cracks for each
discharge cycle as

d Acr

d N
= d Acr

da

da

d N
= 8πR2lcrρcr k[σθ,max b

√
πa0]mãm/2 [14]

We assume the newly exposed surface is covered by SEI over the
next charge cycle, as described earlier about the formation of Li2CO3.
SEI forms on the newly cracked surface as soon as it is exposed to the
electrolyte, forming a layer of thickness L0

SE I .

d Q

d N SE I f ormation due to crack propagation

= −nSE I L0
SE I ρSE I F

MSE I

d Acr

d N

= −nSE I F L0
SE I ρSE I 8πR2lcrρcr

MSE I
[σθ,max b

√
πa0]mkãm/2 [15]

where nSE I is the number of lithium atoms lost per SEI molecule
formed, ρSE I is the density of the SEI film formed, MSE I is the
molecular weight of the compound constituting SEI. Combining
Eqs. 13 and 15, we obtain

d Q

d N SE I f ormation due to crack propagation

= −nSE I F L0
SE I ρSE I 8πR2lcrρcr

MSE I
[σθ,max b

√
πa0]mk

×
(

1 + 2 − m

2
k[σθ,max b

√
π]ma

( m−2
2 )

0 N

) m
2−m

[16]
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Lithium loss due to increase in the thickness L SE I of the initial SEI
layer.— Along with crack propagation, an increase in the thickness
of the existing SEI upon cycling also contributes to the lithium loss
from the cell. The increase in SEI thickness has been observed by
several groups by increase in the resistance of the cell.14 Most of the
calendar life experiments and models assume that the thickness is
time dependent and is proportional to square root of time.6 Since, the
functional form of SEI growth during cycling is unknown, we assume
SEI growth with the following equation

L SE I = Kth N 1/2 [17]

Here, Kth is a constant and is temperature dependent. Note that a very
simple model formulation would be to assume that the SEI grows
immediately to its final thickness at the end of each discharge cycle
upon which the crack surface was first exposed. Eq. 17 provides
an enhancement wherein the SEI thickness continues to grow upon
subsequent cycling.

Lithium loss due to increase in the thickness L SE I of the initial
SEI layer.— The first cycle leads to the initial SEI formation (often
referred to as the formation cycle). On the first cycle, we assume that
all of the surface area is covered with SEI of thickness L0

SE I . From
the second cycle onwards, the SEI formed during the first cycle grows
in thickness. The initial surface area of the spherical particle after the
formation cycle is the surface area of sphere with pre-existing cracks

Ainitial = spherical surface area

+ area associated with preexisting cracks

on the surface

Ainitial = 4π
(
R + L0

SE I

)2 + 8πR2lcrρcr a0

For commercial batteries, the particle radius is about 5 microns.
In Parameters and Assumption Section, we find that the L0

SE I is in
few nanometers range; hence, L0

SE I � R. Thus, we approximate
R + L0

SE I ∼ R and obtain the following equation for initial surface
area of the spherical particle.

Ainitial = 4πR2 (1 + 2lcrρcr a0)

Hence, the rate of capacity loss upon subsequent cycling due to con-
tinued growth in thickness of SEI that was formed in the first cycle is
given by

d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on ini tial sur f ace

= −nSE I FρSE I

MSE I
Ainitial

d L SE I

d N

= −nSE I FρSE I

MSE I
4πR2 (1 + 2lcrρcr a0)

d L SE I

d N
[18]

Differentiating Eq. 17 with respect to number of cycles N, we obtain

d L SE I

d N
= 1

2
Kth N−1/2 [19]

which, when combined with Eq. 18, yields

d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on ini tial sur f ace

= −nSE I FρSE I

MSE I
4πR2 (1 + 2lcrρcr a0)

1

2
Kth N−1/2 [20]

Loss of lithium due to growth of SEI thickness in the cracked
area.— There is an incremental increase in the new surface area each
cycle. As soon as a new area is exposed to electrolyte SEI is formed on
this area upon subsequent lithiation. The SEI formed in this cracked
area grows in thickness in the subsequent cycles. For cycle N, the area
of crack opened on first cycle would have gone through N-1 cycles,
thus thickness growth related to N-1 cycles would occur on that area.

Similarly, on cycle N, the crack area opened on second cycle would
undergo N-2 cycles hence a thickness growth related to N-2 cycles.
Capacity loss in the cracked area on cycle N can be mathematically
written as;

d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on cracked sur f ace

= −
[

nSE I FρSE I

MSE I

(
d Acr

d N

)
1

(
d L SE I

d N

)
N−1

+nSE I FρSE I

MSE I

(
d Acr

d N

)
2

(
d L SE I

d N

)
N−2

+ · · ·

+nSE I FρSE I

MSE I

(
d Acr

d N

)
N−1

(
d L SE I

d N

)
1

]

d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on cracked sur f ace

= −nSE I FρSE I

MSE I

N−1∑
i=1

(
d Acr

d N

)
i

(
d L SE I

d N

)
N−i

[21]

(As mentioned previously, our experiments begin with cycle
N = 2.) The capacity loss in the cracked area due to SEI growth
in the subsequent cycles is given as

d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on cracked sur f ace

= −nSE I FρSE I

MSE I

N−1∑
i=1

8πR2lcrρcr k[σθ,max b
√

πa0]m

×
(

1 + 2 − m

2
k[σθ,max b

√
π]ma

( m−2
2 )

0 (N − i)

) m
2−m

×1

2
Kth (N − i)−1/2 [22]

Total lithium loss after formation cycles.— After the formation
cycle, the rate of capacity loss in the subsequent cycles is given by
Eq. 1

d Q

d N
= d Q

d N SE I f orm ation due to crack propagation

+d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on ini tial sur f ace

+d Q

d N SE I thickness growth on cracked sur f ace

Thus, combining Eqs. 16, 20 and 21, we get,

d Q

d N
= −nSE I F L0

SE I ρSE I 8πR2lcrρcr

MSE I
[σθ,max b

√
πa0]mk

×
(

1 + 2 − m

2
k[σθ,max b

√
π]ma

( m−2
2 )

0 N

) m
2−m

−4πR2 nSE I FρSE I

MSE I
(1 + 2lcrρcr a0)

1

2
Kth (N )−1/2

−nSE I FρSE I

MSE I

N−1∑
i=1

8πR2lcrρcr k[σθ,max b
√

πa0]m

×
(

1 + 2 − m

2
k[σθ,max b

√
π]ma

( m−2
2 )

0 (N − i)

) m
2−m

×1

2
Kth (N − i)−1/2 [23]
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We obtain the fractional capacity loss by dividing the equation
by Q0, the capacity of the electrode immediately after the formation
cycle (the capacity of the cell for the second cycle).

The efficiency of the formation cycle η1 and the capacity of the
cell before the formation cycle Qinitial

0 are related to the capacity Q0:

Q0 = η1 Qinitial
0 [24]

In a typical lithium ion battery, the anode always has excess ca-
pacity relative to the cathode. The cell capacity is, therefore, limited
by the cathode capacity. The initial capacity is

Qinitial
0 = initial capacity

=
(specific capacity of graphite anode,Ah/g)

(
4
3 πR3ρgraphite

)
qr

[25]

where

qr = Anode capacity, Ah

Cathode capacity, Ah

In a conventional lithium ion cell employing a substantially
graphitic negative electrode, the negative’s capacity is about 10%
greater than that of the positive in order to avoid lithium plating on
overcharge of the negative. For such a cell, qr = 1.1. To simplify
notation, we define

A = lcrρcr [σθ,max b
√

πa0]mk,

B = nSE I FρSE I 4πR2

MSE I Q0
, and C = −2 − m

2
k[σθ,max b

√
π]ma

( m−2
2 )

0

Here the parameters A, B, and C are all positive. Note that a typical
value of m in fracture mechanics is between 2 and 545–47

d Q̌

d N
= −2B AL0

SE I (1 − C N )
m

2−m − B (1 + 2lcrρcr a0)
1

2
Kth (N )−1/2

−2B A
N−1∑
i=1

(1 − C (N − i))
m

2−m
1

2
Kth (N − i)−1/2 [26]

Integrating, we obtain the fractional cell capacity Q̌

Q̌ − 1 = +2 − m

C
B AL0

SE I

(
(1 − C N )

2
2−m − (1 − C)

2
2−m

)
−BKth (1 + 2lcrρcr a0) ((N )1/2 − 1)

−B AKth

∫ N

1

N−1∑
i=2

(1 − C (N − i))
−m
m−2 (N − i)−1/2 d N [27]

We numerically integrate this equation to get the fractional capacity
as a function of cycle number. Note that the solution is analytic if we
assume the SEI grows immediately to its final thickness at the end of
each discharge cycle upon which the crack surface was first exposed
i.e. SEI thickness does not grow once it is formed

Q̌ = 1 + 2 − m

C
B AL0

SE I

(
(1 − C N )

2
2−m − (1 − C)

2
2−m

)
[28]

First Cycle SEI Formation Lithium Loss and Estimation of L0
SE I

The capacity lost in initial SEI formation around a particle is

Qlost = Ainitial
nSE I F L0

SE I ρSE I

MSE I
[29]

On the first cycle we assume that all the surface area of surface and pre-
existing cracks at the surface would be covered with SEI of thickness
L0

SE I

Ainitial = 4πR2 + 8πR2lcrρcr a0 = 4πR2 (1 + 2lcrρcr a0) [30]

Hence,

Qlost = Ainitial
nSE I F L0

SE I ρSE I

MSE I
[31]

Qlost = 4πR2 (1 + 2lcrρcr a0)
nSE I F L0

SE I ρSE I

MSE I
[32]

To simplify notation, we employ

B0 = nSE I FρSE I 4πR2

MSE I Qinitial
0

Thus Eq. 32 becomes,

Q f ormation cycle
lost

Qinitial
0

= (1 + 2lcrρcr a0) L0
SE I B0 [33]

Hence, if the formation cycle efficiency is known, the initial SEI
thickness L0

SE I can be calculated as follows

L0
SE I =

Q f ormation cycle
lost

Qinitial
0

(1 + 2lcrρcr a0) B0
= 1 − η1

(1 + 2lcrρcr a0) B0
[34]

Parameters and Assumptions

We assume the initial crack depth and length to be a0 = lcr = 2 nm,
and that the initial crack density ρcr corresponds to 8 × 108 cracks on
the surface of a spherical electrode particle of 5 micrometer radius.
The particle size for the calculations is consistent with commercial
electrodes.37 The solid phase porosity ε1a of the electrode film is
taken to be 65%.37 The value of Paris’ law constant m is assumed
to be 2.5 which is consistent with the typical value for ductile but
hard materials.41 The Young’s modulus of graphite is taken to be
33 × 109Nm−2.48 The diffusion coefficient of lithium ions within the
lithiated graphite is taken to be 10−14m2/sec.49

Crack propagation as well as SEI growth rate are thermally acti-
vated processes. Hence, we assume Paris’ law constant k as well as
thickness growth constant Kth follow an Arrhenius dependence

k = k0e(−Ea1/RT ) and Kth = K 0
the(−Ea2/RT ) [35]

We treat k0 and K 0
th as fitting parameters in the model. We find that

the activation energy for crack propagation is 19.37 kcal mol−1 and
that for the SEI thickness growth is 9.44 kcal mol−1. As discussed
earlier, we assume that all of the SEI formed upon crack propagation
consists of Li2CO3, thus there are two moles lithium lost for every
mole of Li2CO3 formed during cycling (n = 2). We take the molecular
weight of Li2CO3 as the molecular weight of the SEI. The formation
cycle efficiency η1 is assumed to be 90% i.e. 10% loss of capacity in
the formation cycle. Using these parameters in the Eq. 34, we calculate
the initial SEI thickness to be L0

SE I ∼ 3.5 nm. In these calculations
this SEI thickness grows gradually from 3.5nm upto 15 nm in the
subsequent 2000 cycles, depending upon the operating temperature
conditions. Higher operating temperature leads to thicker SEI for same
duration of operation. For fitting the experimental data, the different
values of k and Kth are chosen with the same m, ρcr , lcr and a0 values.
These values are used to calculate the k0, K 0

th, Ea1, and Ea2 using the
Arrhenius dependence. With the present parameters k0 was found to
be 1.6 × 10−9 and K 0

th is found to be 2.75 × 10−4. Appendix A at the
end of paper explains in details about the how different parameters
are obtained.

Results and Discussion

With the assumptions stated above, we plot the capacity fading of
the cell as a function of cycles for different temperatures using Eq. 27.
For calculating this, we assumed the capacity of cells after formation
cycles (Q0) to be 2.25 Ah. In Fig. 5, the dots represent the experimental
data of the capacity of the cell and the solid lines represent the model
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Figure 5. A plot of the capacity fading of the cell as a function of number
of cycles for different temperatures. The dots represent the experimental data
of the capacity of the cell and the solid lines represent the calculated capacity
using the model.

calculation. We find that the model is in good agreement with the
experimental data, suggesting that the basic theory is able to capture
the observed phenomena using reasonable parameter values. To quan-
tify the deviation of the model from the experiments, we calculated
the average of square of deviation of calculated fractional capacities
from the experimental fractional capacities normalized with the ex-

perimental fractional capacity i.e. error = (
Q̌experimental −Q̌calculated

Q̌experimental
)2.

These errors are found to be 3.23 × 10−6, 9.45 × 10−5 and 4.24
× 10−5 for cells cycled at 30, 45 and 60◦C respectively. These errors
are quite small and reflect a high correlation between the model and
the cycled cells that were cycled to failure (cf. Fig. 5).

To further test the model, we generate the individual electrode
voltage vs. capacity curves (Fig. 6) at various cycles. We use the
SOD vs. potential charts of the individual electrodes as a lookup
table to generate these curves. The curves in Fig. 6 match well with
the experimental curves in Fig. 3. Next, we calculate the differential
voltage (dV/d Q) curves using the voltage curves of Fig. 6, allowing
us to generate dV/d Q vs. Q (Q in Ah) for different cycle numbers
depicted in Fig. 7. To make these curves more distinct, we shift the

Figure 6. Plots of voltage (V) vs. capacity (Ah) at different number of cycles
for the data calculated using the model. The lowermost three curves represent
the negative electrode potential at different cycles, and the uppermost curves,
which overlay one another for most of the voltage range, depict the positive
electrode potential. The middle three curves correspond to the cell potential.

Figure 7. Plots of differential voltages (dV/dQ) against capacity (Ah) for
different cycle numbers obtained using the proposed model for different cycle
numbers.

x axis up along the y-axis by 0.1 units for differential voltage curve
after 436 cycles and by 0.2 units for differential voltage curve after
963 cycles. We compare these plots with the experimental plots in
Fig. 4 and find that they are in good agreement. Again, we observe
that the distance between the differential voltage (dV/d Q) peaks
remain the same as we cycle the battery. This is consistent with our
assumption that lithium loss due to incremental SEI formation on the
negative electrode, including the influence of crack propagation and
subsequent passivation, is the main mechanism of capacity fading,
and there is no loss of active host (graphite) materials.

Knowing the SOD of the individual electrodes, we can generate
the full cell voltage plots using the individual electrode voltages previ-
ously shown in Fig. 6. We see that as we cycle the cell, initially there is
an increase in the voltage of FePO4 electrode (against a lithium refer-
ence electrode) at the end of discharge, since it cannot be completely
lithiated, as lithium has been lost to SEI formation on the negative
electrode. Once enough lithium is lost, the positive electrode main-
tains a potential on the two-phase constant-voltage plateau (near 3.4 V
vs. lithium), and variations in cell voltage toward the end of discharge
are due to the rise in potential of the graphitic electrode relative to a
lithium reference.

As noted previously, cells often employ about 10% negative ca-
pacity than that of the positive. Thus there is always some unused
capacity of graphite at the end of charging in the first cycle. As
the capacity fades on cycling, the graphite electrode cannot be com-
pletely lithiated, and the capacity utilization of the graphite is reduced
when the only capacity loss mechanism is lithium consumption. As
plotted, the graphite voltage curve shifts to left on cycling, correspond-
ing to the shift in peaks in the differential voltage curves of the full cell
(Fig. 7).

Conclusions

1. We have developed the first model that couples electrochemistry,
chemical degradation (including SEI formation), and fracture me-
chanics so as to clarify life performance of a lithium ion cell. We
examine a graphite-LiFePO4 cell cycled over a broad tempera-
ture range and at relatively low rates of charge and discharge,
consistent with electric vehicle applications.

2. We find good agreement between the modeling results and exper-
imental observations. Specifically:
a. The voltage vs. capacity curves and differential voltage vs.

capacity curves generated with the model are found to be in
good agreement with the experimental data when reasonable
parameter values are employed.
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b. Experimentally and theoretically, we are able to deconvolute
the cell voltage curves into individual electrode voltages and
clarify the state of the individual electrodes upon electrochem-
ical cycling.

c. The model captures the capacity versus cycle number relation-
ship over a broad temperature range.
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Appendix A: A Summary of Parameters Used in the Battery
Cycle Life Model

DIS Paris’ Law SEI Thickness Growth 1st Cycle Capacity Loss
D m** a0*
E k0** K 0

th** lcr*
F Ea1

@ Ea2
@ L

Icell ε1α

L η1***
ε1α ρcr**

Parameters in ‘bold’ are either material/electrode properties or operating conditions
of the experiment.

Parameters followed by * are assumptions for the models.
Nano-cracks are observed on the particles of a new battery (see Ref. 24). Due to lack

of experimental data about the dimensions of these cracks, we started with the assumptions
for values of initial crack depth a0 and crack length lcr of the pre-existing cracks on the
surface. To avoid further complication we started with the simplified assumption that
all the pre-existing cracks have same dimensions. These assumptions are kept constant
throughout the analysis.

On the other hand all the quantities followed by ** are found simply by fitting the
following experimental observations.

1. The 1st cycled capacity loss in a battery is observed to be approximately 10% in
well-made battery.

2. The capacity loss of a battery changes with cycling rate and temperature.

Parameters followed by *** correspond to direct measurement or observation.
Parameters followed by @ are calculated values after fitting the parameters to the

experimental observations.

List of Symbols

A geometric area of the electrode film (m2)
as specific surface area (m−1)
A depth of a crack (m)
a0 depth of a pre-existing crack (m)

Acr surface area in the cracks (m2)
C(r, t) solute concentration at radius r at time t (mol m−3)

C0 initial solute concentration in the particle (mol m−3)
D diffusion coefficient of the solute in solid phase (m2 sec−1)
E Young’s modulus of the electrode material (N m−2)

Ea1 activation energy for crack propagation (kcal mol−1)
Ea2 activation energy for SEI thickness growth (kcal mol−1)

F Faraday’s constant (C)
I current over electrode particle surface (A)

Icell cell current (A)
k, m Paris’ law parameters

KI stress intensity factor (N m−3/2)
Kth SEI thickness growth parameter

k0 Arrhenius constant for Paris’ Law parameter k
K 0

th Arrhenius constant for thickness growth parameter Kth

L thickness of electrode film (m)
lcr depth of a pre-existing crack (m)

L0
SEI initial SEI thickness (m)

LSEI SEI thickness (m)
MSEI molecular weight of compounds constituting SEI

(gm mol−1)
N number of charge-discharge cycles

Ncr number of cracks over the particle surface
nSEI number of lithium atoms per SEI molecule formed

Q capacity of the cell (Ah)
Q0 capacity after formation cycle (Ah)

Qinitial
0 initial capacity before formation cycle (Ah)

qr ratio of initial anode capacity to initial cathode capacity
Q̌ fractional cell capacity

Qlost capacity lost in initial SEI formation around a particle (Ah)
R radius of the spherical electrode particle (m)

r, θ, ϕ spherical coordinates
T time (sec)
X dimensionless radius

Greek Symbols

ε1α solid phase porosity of the electrode film
η1 formation cycle efficiency

ρSEI density of SEI films (gm m−3)
ρcr number of cracks per unit area of the particle (m−2)
σθ tangential stress (N m−2)

σθ,max maximum tangential stress (N m−2)
T dimensionless time
� partial molar volume of the solute (m3 mol−1)

List of Parameters

A geometric area of the graphite
electrode film with 0.1 mA average
current (m2)

1.17 × 10−5 (m2)

a0 depth of a pre-existing crack (m) 2 × 10−9 (m)
D diffusion coefficient of the solute in

solid phase (m2 sec−1)
10−14 (m2 sec−1)

E Young’s modulus of the electrode
material (N m−2)

3.3 ∗ 1010 (N m−2)

Ea1 activation energy for crack
propagation (kcal mol−1)

19.37 kcal mol−1

Ea2 activation energy for SEI thickness
growth (kcal mol−1)

9.44 kcal mol−1

F Faraday’s constant (C) 96500 C
Icell cell current (A) 0.1 m A
k0 Arrhenius constant for Paris’ Law

parameter k
1.6 × 10−9

K 0
th Arrhenius constant for thickness

growth parameter Kth

2.75 × 10−4

M Paris’ law parameter 2.5
L thickness of electrode film (m) 38 × 10−6 (m)
lcr length of a pre-existing crack (m) 2 × 10−9 (m)
MSEI molecular weight of compounds

constituting SEI (gm mol−1)
78.89 (gm mol−1)

qr ratio of initial anode capacity to
initial cathode capacity

1.1

R radius of the spherical electrode
particle (m)

5 × 10−6 (m)

ε1α solid phase porosity of the electrode
film

0.65

η1 formation cycle efficiency 0.9
ρcr number of cracks per unit area of the

particle (m−2)
2.54 × 1018 (m−2)

ρSEI density of SEI films (gm m−3) 2.11 × 106 (gm m−3)
� partial molar volume of the solute

(m3 mol−1)
8.9 ∗ 10−6 (m3 mol−1)

– Specific capacity of graphite (mAh
gm−1)

339 (m Ah gm−1)
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